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ABSTRACT 
The most commonly used measure of circularity of ob- 
jects in images is shown to give incorrect results. An 
alternative measure of circularity based on the distance 
between a set and a discrete disk is described. The al- 
ternative measure gives circularity zero (distance zero) 
for discrete disks and values in the range (0,1] for dis- 
crete sets which are not disks. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order t o  detect or classify objects in images, features 
are extracted which are thought t o  provide discrimi- 
natory information. For example, t o  detect the pres- 
ence of lobular calcifications in a digital mammogram, 
knowledge that  such calcifications are generally spher- 
ical in shape and of higher density than surrounding 
tissue, motivates searching for peaks in the intensity 
surface with circular cross section [2]. This settles the 
choice of feature, but a method for extracting the fea- 
ture, in this case a measure of the circularity of the 
region, must be selected also. 

Ultimately, the feature measured is defined by the 
algorithm chosen for extraction, regardless of the orig- 
inal intention. The value of the feature in terms of 
discriminatory power and its accuracy in representing 
the intented feature are really separate issues. In most 
cases, however, it  is highly desirable to  chose methods 
of feature extraction which measure the intended fea- 
ture faithfully. 

In the case of measuring the circularity of an object, 
a popular technique is to  measure the perimeter and 
the area of set of pixels representing the object and to  
compute 

perimeter2 
4~ area (1) 

The author would like to thank Stephen Weissenhofer for 
many discussions and for reading a draft of the paper. 

The purpose of this paper is first t o  show that  this 
measure does not represent the circularity of the object: 
all disks are not equally circular and squares are more 
circular than disks. The second goal is t o  show that  
an alternative method exists for measuring circularity 
based on the "distance" between a set and ideal circular 
set which is easy to  compute and which does not suffer 
from the inadequacies of (1). 

1.1. Notation and conventions 

A digital image is viewed as a function on R2 which is 
constant on pixels. Normally pixels are squares of unit 
side length centered at integer valued coordinates in the 
plane and are identified by their centers. Thus a pixel 
also may be viewed as a point with integer coordinates, 
that  is, an element of the discrete array Z'. The two 
views will be allowed to  coexist, with context dictating 
which is preferred in any instance. In a few cases, pixels 
of side length s # 1 will be considered with the obvious 
adjustments taken as understood. 

I t  will be important t o  distinguish between sets in 
R2 which consist of unions of pixels (called discrete 
sets) and general sets in R2. To do so, calligraphic 
letters, A, L?, ..., will be used to  indicate general sets 
and regular capital lett,ers, A ,  B ,  ..., will be used for sets 
which are the unions of pixels. The discretization of A, 
is the set of pixels whose centers lie in A. Although the 
precise statements which follow depend on this choice 
of discretization, the essence of the discussion is valid 
for other reasonable choices. 

The discrete disk D(c,  r )  is the discretization of the 
set D ( c , r )  = {.z E R2 : 112 - c(I 5 T } ,  (Fig. 1). Note 
that  by this convention, it makes sense to discuss dis- 
crete disks with non-integer valued centers and radii 
and that it may happen that  D(c1, T I )  = D(c2,rz) even 
when c1 # c2 or r1 # 1-2 or both. Also, note that  the 
geometric center of D(c, r )  need not be c. 
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The area of a set A will be denoted by IAl or Id(. 
For discrete sets, IAl is just the number of pixels of A .  

Figure 1. Examples of discrete disks. On the left is 
D((0 ,  O), 3.3), the middle is D(( .5 ,0) ,  0.6), and on the right 
is 0((.4, .a), 3.3) 

2. SHORTCOMINGS OF PEEy$zfR2 
The formula in (1) is appealing because for general sets 
in R2, the shape which maximizes the area for a given 
perimeter is the disk. Hence the formula gives value 1 
for disks and is strictly larger for other shapes. 

The fact that this property does not carry over 
to the discrete setting has been noted previously [lo]. 
Since the formula in (1) continues to appear, albeit un- 
der aliases “roundness” [6], “shape factor” [l], “com- 
pactness” [4, 6,  81, “thinness ratio” [9], as well as cir- 
cularity [5, 1 ,  9,  81, it  is worthwhile to delineate it’s 
shortcomings. 

The culprit in ( 1 )  is perimeter. This is not a quan- 
tity which can he approximated well in digital images. 
There are theoretic justifications for this stat.ement, 
but here this point \ti11 be illustrated by showing the 
consequence of various popular methods for computing 
perimeter on circularity according to (1). 

2.1. Perimeter by counting pixel edges 

Edges are t.aken to be the usual vertical and horizon- 
tal line  segment.^ which define the boundaries between 
pixels. If perimeter is measured by counting the num- 
ber of pixel edges which separate pixels inside the set 
from pixels out,side t,he set, then tlhe discrete disk in 
Fig. 2 has circularity % 1.8093. The square in the Fig. 
2 has much larger area than the disk, but the same 
perimeter. I t  has circularity M 1.2732. Not only is the 
circularity of the disk far from 1 ,  the disk is not the 
shape having the maximum area for a given perimeter. 
The formula in (1) measures “squareness” rather than 
circularity. 

The situation is not improved if the resolution is 
increased. If the the disk 2>((0,0) ,4 .2)  and the square 
in Fig. 2 are discretized using pixels of sidelength s, 
then for the disk 

M 1.6211 
33.62 lim ___ p ( s ) 2  - - 

S + O  47~A(s)  4 7 ~ ~ ( 4 . 2 ) ~  

and for the square 

... .I.. . .. I.... m........ I.... ... .I.....:. 
mnmmmmmm u1111.m ::am::: 
ma... ... 

Figure 2. On the left is the discrete disk 0((0,0),4.2).  
The perimeter of this disk, both in terms of number of the 
number of pixel edges or in terms of number of 4-connected 
boundary pixels is the same as the perimeter of the 9 x 9 
square in the middle. But the square has greater area and so 
is more circular than the disk by the formula in (1). On the 
right are the 8-connected boundary pixels for the discrete 
disk 0 ( ( 0 , 0 ) , 3 7 )  and for an octagon. If the perimeter is 
measured by adding the lengths of line segments connecting 
the centers of 8-connected boundary pixels, these figures 
have equal perimeter, but the area of the octagon is larger 
than the disk. 

2.2. Perimeter by 4-connected boundary pixels 

In this case the disk a.nd the square in Fig. 2 both have 
perimeter 32. The circularity is M 1.4296 for the disk 
and M 1.0060 for t,he square. The limiting values or 
circularity for increasing resolut,ion are the same as the 
pixel edge counting met,hod present.ed above. 

2.3. Perimeter by allowing diagonal segments 

The perimeter is sometimes defined as the sum of the 
lengths of line segments connecting the centers of the 
adjacent pixels in the 8-connected boundary of the set. 
This allows diagonal line segments of length fi in addi- 
tion to  vertical and horizontal segments of unit length. 
With this increased flexibility, the circularity defined 
in (1) seems to improve. The circularity of the discrete 
disk in Fig. 2 is now x 1.0787 and the circularity of 
the square is M 1.2732. At least the disk is more cir- 
cular than the square. But this particular disk only 
has circularity near 1 because it is very close to  the oc- 
tagon of the same area. The right most example in Fig. 
2 shows another discrete disk and the regular octagon 
of the same perimeter as measured by the technique 
of this paragraph. The octagon has greater area and 
thus has lower circularity than the disk. By allowing 
diagonal line segments in computing the perimeter, the 
formula in (1) apparently measures “octagonality” . 
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3. CIRCULARITY BASED ON A METRIC 

To define the circularity of a discrete set without re- 
lying on the perimeter, a metric is introduced which 
measures the “distance” between the set and a discrete 
disk. 

For discrete sets A and B ,  the function d defined 
b r  

has the following properties: 

(4 d(A,B)  2 0, 
(b)  d(A, B )  = 0 if and only if A = B ,  
(c) d(A, B )  = d(B, A).  

However, this function is not a metric on the set of non- 
empty discrete sets in the plane, because the triangle 
inequality fails. 

If the class of discrete sets is limited to  sets of a 
fixed area A4 > 0, then 

d(A, B )  + d(B, C )  - d(A, C )  = 

2 0  IB \ ( A  U C)l+ I(An C )  \ ( A  n B n C)l 
M 

and so d in ( 2 )  is a metric on this restricted collection 
of discrete sets. 

If A is any discrete set, and D is a discrete disk 
having the same area as A,  then 

(3) 

Loosely speaking, the definition of circularity of a 
discrete set A will be d(A, D) where D is the discrete 
disk having the same area as A and the same center 
of mass. The reason for the “loosely speaking” caveat 
is that such a discrete disk does not always exist. For 
example, the set A in Fig. 3 has center (0,O) and area 
3 but the discrete disk D((O,O), T )  has area 1 for T < 1 
and area 2 5 for T 2 1. 

Figure 3. The left panel shows a three pixel set A for which 
there does not exist a discrete disk having the same center 
and area. The center and right panel each show an example 
of a discrete disk D (pixels marked X )  having the same area 
as A .  In each case the circle indicates the boundary of a 
disk ’D for which D is the discretization. 

However, the discrete disk D((1/6,1/6), 7/6) does 
have area 3 and has center not very far from (0,O). 
More importantly, the same holds for any discrete disk 
D ( ( E ,  E ) ,  1 + E) where 0 < 6 < 1/6 and in addition 

D((6, E ) , 1 +  €1 = D((1/6,1/6), 7/61 

for 0 < E < 1/6. In summary, a discrete disk has been 
found which has area equal to  the area of A and which 
is the discretization of a disk with center arbitrarily 
close to the center of A. When this disk is used in 
formula (3), the result is d(A, D) = 1/3 which will be 
the circularity of A as formally defined below. The 
discrete disk found in this example is not unique as is 
apparent from Fig. 3. The following definition provides 
a unique discrete disk for use in formula (3). 

Definition 3.1 
Given a point c in the plane, D, = Dn(c) is the 

set of “n closest pixels” to  c. More specifically, pl is 
the pixel such that  ( I C  - plII 5 IIc - qII for all pixels 
q .  If there is more than one such pixel, choose the one 
for which the vector p l  - c makes the smallest positive 
angle with the positive x-axis. The sets D, are defined 
recursively by D1 = pl  and D, = D,-I Up,  where p ,  
is the pixel such that p ,  4 D,-1 and IIc-p,ll 5 IIc-qII 
for all pixels q 6 D,-1. If there is more than one such 
pixel, choose the one for which the vector p, - c makes 
the smallest positive angle with the positive x-axis. 

Theorem 3.2 
Let c be a point in the plane. For each positive in- 

teger n, the set D, defined above has area n and either 
there exists a disk 2, with center c such that D, is the 
discretization of’D or there exists a disk ’D with center 
arbitrarily close to c such that D, is the discretization 
of ’D. 

A proof appears in the appendix 

Definition 3.3 
For a non-empty discrete set A with area (AI = n,  

the circularity of A is defined to  be d(A,.D,(c)), where 
d is as in (3), c is the geometric center of A,  and Dn(c) 
is as in Definition 3.1. 

4. EXAMPLES 

In this section, circularity will refer to Definition 3.3. 
1. Every discrete disk has circularity 0 and every 

discrete set which is not a discrete disk has circularity 
> 0. 

2. The square in Fig. 2 has circularity M 0.0494. 
In the limit of infinite resolution, the circularity of 
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any square is ( 4 / r )  t a n - ’ ( J - ) - J m %  
0.0905. 

3. The triangle in Fig. 4 has circularity m 0.18’72. 
In the limit of infinite resolution, the circularity of 
any equilateral triangle is ( 3 / r )  tan-’(w) - (tu/&) % 

0.1825, where w = 

the limit of infinite resolution is 
4. The circularity of a regular n-sided polygon i n  

where w ( n )  = ( n / r ) ( t a n ( r / n ) ) .  
5. The  snake in Fig. 4 has circularity x 0.5’763. 
6. The “c-shaped” set in Fig. 4 has circularity 1. 

Figure 4. Three sets (dark) with their discrete disks (gray) 
as defined in Definitions 3.1 and 3.3. 

5 .  DISCUSSION 

The definition of circularity proposed i n  t.liis paper is 
very similar to  the definition of circularity given by 

1.4 n DI 
circularity(i4) = ___ 

IAl ’ (4)  

where D is the disk centered a t  the geometric cent.er 
of A and having radius r = m. This definit.ion 
was introduced in [3] and has been used elsewhere [TI 
21. The connection to  the definition introduced here is 
clear if the formula in ( 3 )  is writt,en as 

However, the definition in (4) does not address the 
issue of the existence of a discret.e disk D with the 
desired properties. For the set in Fig. 3 ,  for exam- 
ple, the disk to  use for computing circularity via (4) 
is D((O,O),  m), which when discretized, is a disk of 
area 1 instead of area 3 .  

6. APPENDIX: PROOF OF THE 
THEOREM. 

Let p l rp2 ,  . . . , p ,  be the pixels chosen according to  Def- 
inition 3.1. Let r = / I C  - p,(J. If IIc - qll > r for all 

pixels q 6 D,, then D, = D(c, r ) .  The other possibility 
is that  there exist. q1, ..., qm $ D, such that  ( Ic -q j l l  = r 
and JIc - q J J  > 7- for all q $ D, UTf, q j .  In this case, set 
r9 = miii{Ilc - 911 : IIc - qJI > r } .  Let k be the smallest 
integer such t,hat / I C  - pill = r for i = k ,  k + 1, ..., n. If 
k >  1 , s e t  rp=max{ l l c -pp i I I : i=1 ,2 ,  ..., k-andif if 
k = 1, set rp  = 0. Note t.hat rp < r < r9.  

For any s E EX2, let 4(s) he the positive angle be- 
tween the x-axis a.nd t,he vector s-c.  Let w be the point 

Set XO = f min{ r - r p ,  r9 - r }  and for X E (0, A,] define 
C A  = c+Xw. I t  is easy to  check that for = llcx -p,l l ,  
thedisk D ( c x , r x )  cont,ainspi, i = 1,2 ,  ..., k- l anddoes  
not cont,ain any pixel q with IIc - qI( > r .  

It rema.ins t,o show that pi E D(cx ,  TA) for i = 
k ,  ..., n a.nd q j  4 D ( c x , r x )  for j = 1 ,..., m. For any 
point s # c in t,he plane, define B ,  = L(cxcs)  E [-r, r). 
By t,he way in which the pixels pi were chosen, IQ,,( 5 

for i = k ,  ..., n and JQ91) > lBp,,l for j = 1, ..., m. 
Since ~ ~ q j - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  = X2+r2-2Xrcos(Q9,) and IIpi-cxl12 = 

for i = k ,  ..., n and j = 1, ..., m. 

such that 4 ( w )  = (1/2)(4(pk) + 4(pn)) and IIwlJ = 1. 

X2+r’2-22Xrcos(Qp,), JJPi-cAl l  I Ilpn-cAII < l lq j - cx l l  

Thus D, = D(cx ,  r ~ )  for any X E (0, A”]. 
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